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as a naive Austrian unable to grasp the fundamen
tala of symphonic architecture has died hard and
the prevailing popularity of his grandest worlds is
at last gaining him his rightful place in the 10th
cent firmament The nine symphonies and the
masses are his chief claim to immortality They
contain melodies of unforgettable beauty sym
phonic paragraphs of unparalleled grandeur and
an appreciation of formal development that
though different is as equally valid as that of
Brahms The movements of his symphonies are
long and he often pauses as if for breath and to
admire the scenery before he reaches the climactic
peak of his musical journey His idiom is best
approached by a newcomer to his work through
the fourth and seventh symphonies as they are
perhaps the easiest to understand but the fifth
sixth eighth and ninth (unfinished) are just as
beautiful—and cogently argued—once one has
acquired the knack so to speak of listening to his
music Most of these works aie now to be heard
in their original form stripped of the veneer of
improvements suggested to the diffident
composer by his friends
As well as the masses which translate Bruck
ner s symphonic ideas to the choral plain Brnck
ner s delightful string quintet Is worth investagat
ing
Wagner
Praised only this side of idolatry by his ad
mirers unmercifully criticised by his detractors
Bichard Wagner (1813-83) is perhaps the most
controversial composer to musical history And
so it was bound to be with such a revolutionary
figure whose writings other than his music con
tain to say the least dubious theories and whose
operas composed to his own libretti broke the
bonds of the form as known until his time He
regarded music drama as a fusion of all the arts—
music literature painting—in one unity With
TJie Ring of the Ntfoelungs he achieved his purpose
no other work of ait has ever tried to encompass
the whole of existence Today and surely for
ever musicians philosophers and writers will
argue over its meaning and each age will rein
terpret it according to its own lights
But before he reached this pinnacle of achieve
ment Wagner gradually transformed opera—
through Rienzi The Flymg Dutchman Tann
Mttser and Ldhenann—so that a new mould was
fashioned to take what he wanted to pour into it
He introduced the liwtmaliv a musical theme that
could be associated with a particular person
situation or idea each time it occurred Slowly
he developed the musical form so that the drama
could unfold continuously without breaks for
arias By the tune he began to write Tristan and
Isolde and Die Mezstersinger he had perfected his
methods and had he never undertaken The Ring
that tragedy and that comedy would have assured
t\im his place in the musical firmament Indeed
Die Mewternnger is considered a masterpiece even
by those who are not witting or prepared to accept
the rest of the Wagnerian ethos
The length and complexity of these operas and
of Parsifal a wort of unique beauty in spite of
certain longueurs means that it is almost essential
to prepare oneself by homework with libretti and
records before attempting to assimilate them in
the opera house The added effort is well worth
while for the ultimate musical satisfaction they
bring because Wagner was more than an operatic
reformer he opened up a new harmonic language
(especially in the use of chromaticism) that was
logically to develop into the atonality of the 20th
cent
Wolf
As Wagner was the culmination of the 19th
cent symphonic and operate tradition so Hugo
Wolf (1860-1908) summed up if he did not sur
pass the achievements in song writing of Schubert
Schumann and Loewe (1798-1809)
Wolf was a lonely pathetic man. He lived
much of his life in poverty and eventually lost
 his reason and died of an incurable disease
These circumstances account perhaps for Ms
almost feverish bursts of creative activity which.
were also the outward sign of his burning genius
His greatest contributions to the art of InM&f
were his extraordinary insight into the poets
meaning and the harmonic means by which he
heightened the expression of the words He raised
the importance of the piano part even higher than
had Schumann and in some of his songs the vocal
part takes the form of a free declamation over a
repeated idea in the piano However in the
main the vocal and piano parts are mterweaved
with great subtlety and he unerringly matched
the very varied moods of the poems he chose to
get His greatest creative period was between
early 1888 and early 1890 when songs poured from
his pen daily—more than 60 settings of the Gei
man poet MOrlke 20 of EichendorfT more than
50 of Goethe and more than 40 of Heyee and
Geibel (the Spanish Song book) Later be com
posed songs from Heyse s Italian Song book and
the three Michelangelo sonnets And the range
of his creative understanding was wide taking in
the almost wild passion of the Spanish songs the
humanity and humour of the Italian love songs
the titanic power of PromeGieus (Goethe) the
varying moods of the M6rike book and the in
tangible power of the Michelangelo sonnets There
are almost inexhaustible riches here for the in-
quiring mind to discover Outside Lieder Wolf s
output is small but it includes a sadly neglected
opera Der Cometndor the Italian Serenade for
string quartet (alternatively for small orchestra)
and a tone poem Pentbesilea
Ernest Newman his greatest champion summed
up his work most aptly Wolf practically never
repeats himself in the songs every character is
drawn from the living model It is a positively
Shakespearian imagination that is at work—
Protean m its creativeness inexhaustibly fecund
and always functioning from, the inside of the
character or the scene not merely making an in
ventory from the outside
National Movements
During the course of the 19th cent alongside
the emergence of national political identity came
the rise of nationalism in music fertilising tradi
tional Western—that is basically German—
musical forms with folk material Of these groups
the Russian is certainly the most important if
not the most vital
Glinka (1804-57) was the first important
Russian composer of the national school and el
though his two operas A Life for the Tsar (some
tunes called Ivan Susamri) and Russian and
Jbudmilla are strongly influenced by Italian
models they do introduce Russian song and
harmony into the texture He undoubtedly In
financed Borodin (1883-87) Cui (1835-1918)
BalaJdreff (1837-1910) Mussorgsky (1839-81) and
Rimskr Korsakov (1844-1908)—the so called
Pive of 19th cent Russian music However
each was very much of an individualist too
Borodin was a lecturer in chemistry who wrote in
his spare tame His two symphonies two string
quartets led up to his most notable work the
opera Prince Igor left incomplete at his death
Balakireff friend and adviser to the rest of the
group wrote little himself but his orchestral
works and the piano fantasia Islamey are worthy
of investigation
Modest Mussorgsky (1839-81) is today seen as
the most important and inspired of The Five
More than the others he used Russian song and
Russian speech as the basis of his operas in which
he portrayed the lives and destinies of bis own
people Although his capacities were seriously
Impaired by an uncongenial job poverty and
drinking he produced two great operas Sons
Godunov and Ehovanshchwa and another Soro
chtntsv Fair that is immensely enjoyable 5orw
should be given in its original, with spare orches
tration. but more often than not It is heaxd In
Rimeky Korsakov*s more elaborate revision. id
any case the opera exists to various versions, none
of them necessarily the right one what is im

